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Andrew Emerick • CT

uroquest 2012 got off to an inauspicious
start with the arrival of Hurricane Sandy just days prior to the convention. With
the entire east coast under siege and doubts
whether the hotel would even have power,
many found their travel plans flummoxed
by cancelled flights and questionable roads.
Kerrin Addis arrived from Australia before
the storm to once again be our furthest
traveled guest, but others were less fortunate. Many folks from
the northeast had too
many storm related
issues, dropping
attendance under
300 and marking
the first actual
participation decline that anyone
could remember.
Further complicating matters,
Andrew Emerick
Convention DiHarold L. Siegelman
rector
Norman
Award Winner
Rule made an
unscheduled trip
to the emergency room Sunday night and
was admitted for surgery, leaving him hors
de combat. His wife Amy picked up the
reins and with support from Tournament
Director Marcy Morelli and the rest of the
EQ team made the decision that “the show
must go on!”
For those who persevered, the convention was, nevertheless, a success. This
year’s race for GCOM’s Siegelman Award
was dominated by former champ Sceadeau
D’Tela and Andrew Emerick, with former

champ Rob Kircher a strong contender in
the early going. But Rob hit the wall on Saturday, allowing Alex Bove and Doug Galullo to pull ahead. Defending champion,
Daniel Eppolito, finished 11th this time.
Sceadeau took the early lead, winning
his own Dominion event. Andrew, who took
second place in Dominion, pulled ahead by
taking the plaque for Egezia. Rob Kircher’s
win in Settlers of Catan actually dropped
Sceadeau to third until he won in Thurn
& Taxis to pull back in front. His lead was
short-lived though as Andrew’s win in
Saint Petersburg put him back on top, until
Sceadeau clawed ahead again by a single
point with his third place finish in Puerto
Rico. Alex Bove’s win in Stone Age earned
third, pushing Rob out of the top three.
On Sunday morning, Andrew clinched
the title with a second place finish in 7
Wonders, making him the latest member
of the “Magic Men” team to take home the
trophy. Another highlight was first time attendee Liz Anderson taking home top honors for Ticket To Ride.
This was the tenth and last Euroquest
under BPA auspices. The BPA Board has
voted to concentrate on WBC henceforth
and will no longer be involved with Euroquest, having awarded its rights thereto to
Games Club of Maryland which has consented to continue running the conference
as an exclusively GCOM event. The 2012
EQ results will count toward the BPA’s
2013 Caesar Award, but will be the last
EQ laurels earned in the BPA system. We
wish GCOM continued success with their
unique Euros conference.
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Richard Shay • MA

Scott Fenn • MD
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Liz Anderson • NY
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13 saw the last rendition of the
Winter Activation Meeting, at
least as a BPA conference. Your Board
has decided to concentrate on WBC and
will not be sponsoring any mini-cons for
the foreseeable future. The laurels won
at the 2013 WAM will be counted toward
our 2013 Caesar competition, but thereafter only WBC and BPA email tournaments will count toward those totals. We
extend our gratitude to Keith Wixson
and Terry Coleman for being exemplary
hosts during its 11-year run under the
BPA banner.

WAM XI
special ability to get a siege hit on landing, Treachery, and two sixes to put Carthage to the sword. Pass the salt!

Twilight Struggle

80% of the attendees took part in the
Twilight Struggle event. The first round
got off to a rousing start when Marvin
Birnbaum forced Mark Yoshikawa to
blow up the world on Turn 5. Charlie
Hickok steered his Soviets to a similar victory vs George Galuschak on the
very same turn, but gained a few more
style points, since his victory was punctuated by Kruschchev banging his shoe
Hannibal
on a table. Not to be outdone, Randy
James Pei defended his latest Hannibal MacInnis managed an auto-victory with
title, going 4-0 to pick up his 12th WAM the USSR on Turn 3. Responding with
plaque and leave WAM as he found it— US automatic wins were Keith Wixson
the undisputed “Master” of the CDW over Bruce Monnin and David Amidon
realm. There were 23 games played, over Roderick Lee. Derek Landel built
with a bid of 1 for Carthage being typi- up an 18-point lead over Terry Coleman,
cal. Carthage won 16 games. Two of the only to see Terry charge back within 7.
few bright spots for Rome were the title A timely play of Wargames allowed Dergame, where Pei came back from being ek to escape with a narrow victory that
down 11-7 to take a win from Michael was the most exciting game of the event.
Sosa and what may be a new record for All of these results would seem to point
fastest victory as Rome by Keith Wixson to a thrilling Final but it was not to be.
over Randy MacInnis using Marcellus’ Marvin jumped out to a huge lead. All
of his early coups were
successful, and for Mi16
chael Mitchell, just the
opposite was true. Mar James Pei, VA
vin sprinted to an autoO Keith Wixson, NJ
matic victory on Turn
O Michael Sosa, DE
3 for his second WAM
O Marvin Birnbaum, NY
O Randall MacInnis, NJ
TWS crown. Unlike
O Tim Miller, GA
2012 when the US held
a slight edge, the Soviets
won going away, 20-12.
Much of the blame for
20
this can be laid at the
 Marvin Birnbaum, NY
feet of our champ, MarO Evan Harris, MD
vin Birnbaum, who led
O Jeff Finkeldey, OH
the Russian blitz with
O Larry Fryer, MD
a 4-0 Soviet slate. His
O Kirk Harris, NJ
counterpart, Jeff FinO Paul Gaberson, PA
keldey played the US

WAM XI
in all four games, finishing with the best
American record at 3-1.
We played with 2nd edition TWS
rules, but also included the two additional influence in Canada for the US
from the Deluxe version. Also, the holder
of the China Card at the end of the game
was awarded only 1/2 victory point, to
avoid any chance of a draw. Only seven games used the optional cards from
the Deluxe set, and no one played with
Chinese Civil War rules—the consensus
at WAM seems to be that with seasoned
players, the main effect of these rules is
to keep the China card out of the game
altogether.

Washington’s War

James Pei also defended another
WAM X title, going unbeaten to reclaim
“mastery” of Washington’s War. He defeated John Potts, Marvin Birnbaum,
Greg Ottoman and Roderick Lee. Newcomer George Galuschak, who defeated
Wixson in Round 1, was a surprising
runner-up, also defeating Mitchell and
Tim Miller, the 2011 WAM Champ. There
were a total of 30 games played with the
Americans winning 21.
The Americans dominated the first three
rounds, while Round
4 was even. Sides were
random with the exception that each player
was required to play
both sides an even
number of times when
possible. It is starting
to be apparent that the
Americans have a significant edge in this relatively new game.

Labyrinth

Only one deck games
were played so play
time was generally less
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than two hours making Labyrinth an excellent game for tournament play. Due
to travel schedules we only had three
games in the first round (even given
the all-day Thursday mulligan opportunity). For the opening games sides were
determined randomly and the results
were totally dominated by the Jihadist
players who won all three. The second
round saw more action as five games
were contested and the US was able to
claim two victories. Side determination
for subsequent round was selected by
the GM in order to assure that all players played both sides as much as possible. Setting a WMD in the US was not
the predominant path to victory for
the Jihadists, controlling resources was
more popular.
Winning the Labyrinth title with a
record of 3-1 was Greg Ottoman who
guided the Jihadists over Jeff Finkeldey’s US forces with a resource win
at the end of one deck in the last round.
Jeff’s loss in Round 4 dropped him into
a tie for fourth place. Second place went
to young Evan Harris who crushed GM
Gaberson as the Jihadists with a quick
resource win.
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 James Pei, VA
O George Galuschak, NJ

O
O
O
O

Derek Landel, NJ

Roderick Lee, CA
Marvin Birnbaum, NY
Greg Ottoman, VA
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 Greg Ottoman, VA
O Evan Harris, MD

O
O
O
O

Jeff Finkeldey, OH

Larry Fryer, MD
Kirk Harris, NJ
Paul Gaberson, PA

Caesar Award

R

James Pei, VA
195

Keith Wixson, PA
178

Daniel Eppolito, PA
147

Doug Galullo, MD
143

- The 2012 Caesar Line of Succession -

Eric Freeman, PA
134
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O

ur first Juniors program graduate recent back-to-back-to-back campaigns
has clawed his way to the top by have raised him to 17th place on BPA’s
posting the best WBC week of 2012 to all time Laurelists list—only nine places and 230 laurels behind his dad.
elbow two-time Caesar Randy
Although Nick won three
Buehler aside by 17 laurels.
events
(Automobile, Monsters
Although Randy may well
Menace America and Power
have a case that this is one
Grid; First Sparks) he was
title deserving of an asput over the top by scorterisk. Had his 60-laurel
ing in four others with
win for Through the Ages
two seconds (A Few Acres
counted as a WBC event
of Snow and Galaxy Truckrather than a Pre-Con, he
er),
a fourth (Lord of the
would have won handRings: The Confrontation)
ily and ruled alone again.
and a sixth (Gangsters).
The part Pre-Con, part
Doug
Galullo matched him
WBC events will always
by
scoring
in seven events
leave the door open for conich
olas Hennin but could muster only one
troversy. Although only eighth
win (Advanced Civilization) and
in the overall Caesar standings,
Nick was one of the eight Top 25 gam- finished sixth overall. In contrast, Jaers of the year to score all his laurels in son Levine won four events (Last Will,
the seven days of WBC week without Princes of Florence, San Juan and Win,
aid from pre-cons, mini-cons or email Place & Show), but they were small and
events. Despite Nick’s belated start, his had only one other laurel event, finishing
fourth overall. The contenders who surpassed 100 laurels at WBC included Matt
Calkins, Jason Levine, Eric Freeman and
Doug Galullo in that order. Only HenPast Consuls
ning managed
2004 Devin Flawd, PA
111
2005 None
–
to repeat as a top
2006 Jeff Cornett, FL
134
Consul contend2007 None
–
er,
improving
2008 Andy Latto, CT
129
from
4th
in 2010
2009 Rich Moyer, MN
100
to second in 2011
2010 Bruce Reiff, OH
151
2011 None
–
and king of the
hill in 2012.

N

Rounding out the top six BPA comeigning Caesar Randy Buehler
made it two in a row by successfully petitors for 2012 were Keith Wixson,
defending his perch atop the BPA rank- Daniel Eppolito, Doug Galullo and Eric
Freeman whose email, pre-con
ings in 2012 to become our second
and mini-con victories all enback-to-back top gamer. He
abled them to outscore Nick
earned laurels in ten events;
Henning’s totals amassed
four at Euroquest and six at
entirely
during
WBC
WBC. Three WBC titles in
week. Only nine of last
Saint Petersburg, Through
year’s Top 25 players
the Ages and Thurn and
managed to retain that
Taxis supplied 140 of his
high ranking led by Bue205 laurels for the year.
hler who remained at
However, the Washingthe top despite a 36-lauton native’s margin of vicrel drop. The other top
tory was slim, besting 2004
scorers
to retain their Top
Caesar James Pei by just
25
standing
were Pei, Freeten laurels—37 less than his
Ra
ndy ehler man, Henning and Sceadeau
2011 margin of victory over his
Bu
D’Tela, Jason Levine, Robert
predecessor, Texan Stefan Mecay.
And unlike 2011 when he claimed both Kircher, Andrew Emerick and Curt
the Caesar and Consul titles, he was Collins II.
unable to best Nick Henning two times
in a row as Nick rose to Consul—completing his rise from the WBC Juniors
Past Caesars
program to claim Master of Horse dur1999 Marvin Birnbaum, NY 135
ing WBC week. Pei, however, retained
2000 Ewan McNay, CT
120
his Top 25 ranking for the sixth straight
2001 Nick Benedict, CA
138
year.
Buehler
2002
Marvin
Birnbaum,
NY
146
and Curt Collins
2003 Nick Benedict, CA
113
II
maintained
2004 James Pei, VA
293
their status for
2005 Arthur Field, SC
224
the third straight
2006 Jeff Mullet, OH
166
2007 Raphael Lehrer, MD
170
year while six
2008 Alex Bove, PA
159
others kept two2009 Stefan Mecay, TX
295
year
streaks
2010 Stefan Mecay, TX
182
alive.
2011 Randy Buehler
241

Consul Award

Randy Buehler, WA
116

Matt Calkins, VA
108

g
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Jason Levine, NY
106

Eric Freeman, PA
104

- The 2012 Consul Line of Succession -

Doug Galullo, MD
102
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BPA

GM of the Year

is proud to present its 2012 GM effort to collect an entire set as a sort of
of the Year award to Bradley meta-prize.
Johnson for over a decade of service while
No slouch in his own right, Bradley has
running Dune at WBC. The game’s small nine WBC titles and 373 laurels but does
but enthusiastic following has ennot dominate his own event, winjoyed a steady hand at the helm as
ning it only once in 1998—before
the Illinois native has remained
Avaloncon became WBC. The
its one constant for the past
same cannot be said for Robo
12 years. The game itself is
Rally whose championship
a difficult and controversial
plaques adorn his walls sevone to pilot, with its heavy
en times.
tendency to draws or multiThis recognition is Bradplayer alliances making it
ley’s first inclusion in the
hard to select one winner
BPA’s Top Six GM votes
or even a set of finalists—
but he made his first apyet the event has endured
pearance an impressive one
and the GM is praised for
by winning the top honor.
his efforts. So much so, that
Dune, which usually draws
Br
he owes his nomination and
in
the 25-35 range, is the smalln
ad
eventual victory to an enthusiastic
ley Johnso est event to gain this honor for its
endorsement from one of his players.
GM since Will Wible won for Republic
Next time you wonder
of Rome in 1997. Bradley
why your favorite event
won with a score of 83
Past
Winners
has not been chosen, ask
out of a possible 96 from
1991 – Russ Gifford, NE – ASL
yourself what you did to
our eight-member panel
1992 – Jim Burnett, TN – WPS
draw attention to your
with three firsts, a sec1993 – Glenn Petroski, WI – VIP
GM’s efforts.
ond, and two thirds. His
1994 – John Ellmann, MD – MMS
Bradley won the rewin once again relegated
1995 – Ken Lee, PA – GCA
spect of his players by
Ed Beach to runnerup
1996 – David Terry, MD – B-17
his dedication to the
status with a score of 77
1997 – Will Wible, VA – ROR
event that included a
despite three firsts as he
1998 – Bruce Monnin, OH – WAS
major restructuring of
garnered his sixth Top
1999 – Bruno Wolff, WI – TTN
the rules for tournament
Six award for Here I Stand.
2000 – Vince Meconi, DE – WAS
play that has become
Eric Brosius (Princes of
2001 – David Terry, MD – B17
the unofficial guide for
Florence) earned one top
2002 – John Jacoby, VA – CMS
Dune players all over
vote and finished third
2003 – Chuck Foster, TX – EPB
the world. His frequent
with a score of 74 to earn
2004 – John Coussis, IL – ACS
2005 – John Sharp, FL – VIP
tweaks in search of bethis fourth Top Six pick.
2006 – Don Chappell, TX – WTP
ter faction balance have
Pierre LeBoeuf (18XX)
2007 – Ivan Lawson, MD – LST
kept the game from becollected the remaining
2008 – Tom McCorry, VA – CAR
coming stale. Thorough
top vote to finish fourth
2009 – Jim Jordan, MD – BRI
and timely presentation
at 61 with his third Top
2010 – Stuart Tucker, MD – HRC
of annual event previews
Six citation. Rounding
2011 – Claire Brosius, MA – TTR
and After Action Reports
out the Top Six were Tom
that are always among
Browne (Dominion) at 59
the best presentations on the BPA site show and Bill Morse (Grognards) at 55 who each
his dedication. He also has provided Best garnered their first Top Six finishes.
Player Awards for each faction that have
Bradley wins free accommodations at
become prized in their own right and an WBC 2013 for being our GM of the Year and
inducement to play certain factions in an our thanks for being the best of the best.

Sportsmanship

T
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he Sportsmanship Award is BPA’s top advantage in overtime. Rather than recreate
honor since it is something we can all as- the situation from the point of the error, Pete
pire to and is within our reach regardless of volunteered to take an easier fix that greatly
our skills. It reminds us that there is no fun lessened his chance of winning.
to be had in gaming without affable
Both owed their nominations to
opposition providing obstacles to
chivalrous behavior in close conovercome. The recipient always
tests and the Sportsmanship
prizes camaraderie and fair play
Award was ultimately decided
and offers a shining example of
in an election that was every
sportsmanship that we should
bit as evenly matched and ulall strive to emulate.
timately decided by a single
Our winner was selected
vote. In becoming our first
from among many nominees
foreign Sportsmanship winput forth by GMs and other
ner, Peter Eldridge demcommentators and reduced to
onstrated that we colonials
a field of 22 worthies included
have finally forgiven that little
on our annual Membership
matter of burning our capitol
Drive ballot for selection by the
during the War of 1812. Or, permembership at large. All received
haps—given the cynical nature
P
ete
e of our current politics—he was revarying amounts of support with
r Eldridg warded
over 300 votes
for his ancestors’ foresight. In
cast.
any case, Mr. Eldridge will receive a free
Past Winners
This year’s conroom at the next WBC in addition to betest evolved into
ing admitted to our Sportsmanship Hall
Chuck Stapp, NJ – 1992
a two-Peter duel
of Fame.
Tiger Von Pagel, FL – 1993
that came down to
Other nominees who fared well in
Rob Kilroy, PA – 1994
the last vote with
the membership vote were Barry Shutt
Ian Lange, AE – 1995
Jim Matt, MI – 1996
each
garnering
who finished third with 9% of the vote,
Ed Connery, NJ – 1997
13% of the vote.
Roger Taylor at 8%, and Evan Hitchings
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ – 1999
Our two protagoand John Sharp with 7% each.
Robert Sacks, NY – 2000
nists were Britain’s
Bret Hildebran, OH – 2001
Peter Eldridge and
Kaarin Engelmann, VA – 2002
WBC’s
lovable
James Jordan, MD – 2003
Kremlin and gall
Steve Okonski, MD – 2004
bladder loser Pete
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK – 2005
Stein. Eldridge’s
Phil Barcafer, PA – 2006
Rebecca Hebner, CO – 2007
nomination
reKaarin Engelmann, VA – 2008
sulted from his
Mark Yoshikawa, CA – 2009
quarterfinal match
John Emery, SC – 2010
in Battle Cry. HavLarry Lingle, PA – 2011
ing “won” the
match, he discovered that he had misplayed a rule resulting
in an errant flag loss for his opponent. He located his opponent and continued the game
from that point, eventually losing the replay.
Stein, on the other hand, had lost his Final in
March Madness when both players realized
that they had forgotten to modify a score by
a played card that would have resulted in the
game ending in a tie—leaving Pete with a big

